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K 2013: formidable facts & figures
Total exhibitors:
3,220

Net exhibition space:
171,245 sqm

Visitors:
218,000

International:
2,159

International:
104,664

International:
128,620

Germany: 1,061

Germany: 66,581

Germany: 89,380

Top marks from
exhibitors for K 2013!
Keys to its success:
Satisfaction

Post-fair business

Visitor quality

Recommendation

Business success

91%

92%

93%

97%

86%

of exhibitors
were very satisfied/
satisfied with
K 2013

of K 2013 exhibitors
expect successful
post-fair business

of exhibitors
awarded K 2013
top marks in terms
of visitor quality

of those
participating
recommend K

of all exhibitors rated
their business success at
K 2013 as very good to
satisfactory

A host of pioneering
innovations yielded
a remarkable number
of transactions at
K 2013
Ulrich Reifenhäuser, Chairman of the K 2013 Exhibitors’ Committee, has a thoroughly positive verdict:
“We did not expect visitors to be so willing to invest on this scale. The many innovative products and
applications premiered in Düsseldorf met with massive interest from the trade visitors. And there was not
only admiration for the innovations, for there was a good deal of serious negotiating and contract signings
as well. Many customers are expanding their production capacity and investing in new technologies so that
they can hold their own in the global market. We are very confident of lively post-fair business and expect
growth to continue in our sector.”

K remains the
most important
event for the
plastics and
rubber industry
The 218,000 trade visitors to K 2013 came from 108 countries. Werner Matthias Dornscheidt, President and
CEO of Messe Düsseldorf, is delighted by the huge turnout:
“Once again there can be no doubt that K is the most important event for the plastics and rubber industry.
This is where totally new technologies and materials are premiered alongside upgraded existing products
and processes. And this is also where orders are placed for these innovations. The willingness to invest
among international visitors to K 2013 was particularly strong, and one in two came with definite purchasing
intentions. Even if the size of the delegations from the various purchasing companies has declined slightly, no
company that produces or uses plastics goods has missed the chance to experience the innovations of today
and the trends of tomorrow at K 2013.”

Visitor structure
Visitors
Number of countries

Industry, manufacturing
- Plastics goods manufacture
- Machine manufacture
- Chemical industry
- Packaging /distribution
- Automotive/aerospace
- Electrical/electronic engineering
- Rubber production/processing
- Others

218,000
108

Origin
Germany
Other countries

41%
59%

Europe
- EU
- Rest of Europe
Asia
- Middle East/South West Asia
- South/East/Central Asia
North America
South/Central America
Africa
Australia/Oceania

56%
50%
6%
23%
7%
1 6%
6%
8%
5%
2%

70%
18%
12%
9%
1 1%
5%
3%
3%
9%

Retail
Services
Professional crafts
Higher/further education

8%
5%
3%
2%

Top ratings from international trade fair visitors.
Satisfaction

Trade fair goals

Comprehensiveness

Presence of
market leaders

Highest
innovation density

97%

96%

97%

97%

96%

of visitors were
very satisfied/satisfied
with K 2013

of K 2013 visitors
achieved the goals
of their visit to
the fair

of visitors were very
satisfied/satisfied with
the comprehensiveness
of what was on show

of K visitors were
very satisfied/satisfied
with the presence of
market leaders

of visitors testified
that K has the
world’s highest
innovation density

K 2013 brings together the who’s who
in the industry.
Further increase in the number of top decision-makers!

82% of trade fair
visitors are directly involved
in purchasing decisions

66% of K 2013
visitors belong to
top/middle management

K 2013 visitors’ rating of what was on show
(very satisfied/satisfied)
Machinery and equipment for the plastics and rubber industry
Raw materials, auxiliaries
Semi-finished products, technical parts made of plastics or rubber, reinforced plastics
Services to the plastics and rubber industry

97%
97%
95%
95%

K 2013 EXCEEDS
HIGH EXPECTATIONS
The revival of business activity in the industry and the presentation of a multitude of innovative
products, machines, technologies and applications crested at K 2013, the world’s flagship fair for the
plastics and rubber industry. The expectations were high, but were exceeded during the eight days
of the show. This applies both to the more than 3,200 exhibitors and to the 218,000 visitors.
Exhibitors reported an abundance of concrete project inquiries and a remarkable number of in many
cases unscheduled transactions. And this stimulated hopes of lively post-fair business. The exhibiting
companies were keen to stress the further increase in the internationality and pronounced expertise
of visitors and the remarkably large proportion of top managers who came to K 2013, negotiated,
prepared contracts or even signed them directly. And from visitors there were top marks for K 2013
in terms of quantity and quality, with 96 per cent confirming the complete achievement of the goals
of their visit.
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